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Abstract

The present thesis describes all the work carried out in the development of a graphical user in-
terface (GUI) and the data storage structure of a Visualization Tool over MatLab and Simulink
platforms. The tool was intended to solve some industrial processes management issues, such
as the modelling of the physical structures according to itsfunctional analysis, the definition of
complex processes and so forth.

The motivation of this work was the lack in the current State of the Art of a tool for the manage-
ment of complex industrial processes. Such processes oftenconsist in the management of a lot
of system variables: value references, control signals. . .It is then necessary to develop a software
tool that eases the work of the engineers and implements the basis of the principles extracted in the
previous work of the MeSTA (Methods for Structural Control Optimisation in Pulping) project.

The background of the problem has been studied in order to understand the needs of the indus-
trial research community. For such purpose, a first requirements analysis was done by performing
brainstorming meetings among the research group and the industry partners of the MeSTA project.
The work then was divided in two main tasks; First, the development of algorithms for the process
control structure calculation, when all the involved transfer functions are given. The outcome of
this assignment was a MatLab function library and a brief specification for its use in the graphical
interface and connecting it to the application data. Second, the implementation of the user inter-
face using the Simulink objects library, which was later connected to the code before related. The
present thesis depicts the results of this last task.

As mentioned, the implementation of the tool was made in MatLab and Simulink, combining the
already existing Simulink functionalities with the desired data maintenance. A graphical analysis
interface, representing model’s structure, was developed. A SSG standard representation of some
objects had been as well developed, in order to create a modelof a plant. Afterwards, some simple
processes were built and successfully tested and analyzed.As a result, the graphical interface
provided visual information of the transfer functions thatwere possible as well to be submitted by
the user.

In addition, another important feature was developed: the structure layers. In order to bring
the tool the ability of separating graphical information ofthe model from the control and signal
structure, an utility for the user, hiding and showing the model components, was written. Another
interesting feature was the possibility of importing and exporting the models, in order to provide
an easy way to share the results among the technical professionals.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem statement

In modern industry, complex processes are hard to study and maintain by the technical staff in
factories and processing plants. A lot of information may have to be taken into account, several
hundreds of variables (from sensors, actuators and references) are available and must be controlled
and, what is more important, the intrinsic work of the components are often unknown for the
engineers.

For instance, paper plants are formed by many different processes which, together, transform the
raw material (wood) into paper. Considering all the processes that take place in an industrial plant
as a whole, one can visualize a very complex process (Elkadiri et al., 1995).

However, there are not many tools that allow the engineers toanalyse a plant as a whole, unique
entity. The main goal of the MeSTA project was to bring the engineers in a production plant a
tool that helps understanding the consequences that small changes performed in one part of the
process might produce over the rest of the variables and not only over the directly related ones.

The objective of the MeSTA project (MeSTa project consortium, 2009) is to develop robust and
reliable methods for structural analysis and optimisationso that these methods become reliable
and sufficiently robust to be automated and packaged into tools. Using real time process data
combined with process knowledge from the pulp refining, conclusions on how methods for struc-
tural analysis and optimisation need to be designed, so thatthese tools become available to ICT
companies and plant owners. This is achieved through close cooperation with the industry partners
and their pulping plants in operation.

The problem that the tool created in this project tries to solve some problems presents in the
plant. Several meetings with engineers of the SCA Obbola paper plant were held. Their testimony
was that sometimes, for no particular reason, something stops working. However, due to previ-
ous organizational problems, they did not have an easy way tocommunicate between the process
engineer, the control engineer and the workers in the plant.Consequently, they encountered dif-
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2 Introduction

ficulties fixing it and that is why it was decided to develop a tool where they could easily ’draw’
the plant, the variables in it and the interconnections between them.

The idea was to create a system based on MatLab and Simulink inwhich engineers could get a
’simple’ view of the whole system and where the problems and the changes to be made could be
identified. This first implementation requirement introduces a series of functional constraints that
will be later on discussed. The development of the Visualization Tool is also broken down into
two isolated but strongly related work lines:

• The implementation of the results of the previous theoretical research made within the
MeSTA project

• The analysis, design and development of the graphical user interface and the data storage
structures in MatLab and Simulink

The contents of the present Thesis are related with the analysis, development and conclussions of
the second one.

1.2 Previous results

The basis of the Visualization Tool lies on the theoretical results provided by the research on brain
connectivity applied on complex, multivariable industrial processes (Castano and Birk, 2009) and
the concept of Dynamic Relative Gain Array (DRGA) (Castano and Birk, 2008). These results
provides methods for finding out the best control structure for a given process and introduces a
series of equation systems. Some Interaction Measures are therein defined, such as theStruc-
tural Dynamic Power Transfer, theStructural Energy Transfer, theFunctional Dynamic Power
Transfer, theFunctional Energy Transferand theSquared Directed Transfer Function.

On the other hand, the control structure selection is currently based on the knowledge of the
process. However, some traditional interaction measures are often used, being the most common
ones the RGA (Relative Gain Array) and others based on the controllability and observability
Gramians ((Bristol, 1966) and (Skogestad and Postlethwaite., 1996)).

1.3 Objectives to be met

The goals for this project were:

• Create a user interfacebased on MatLab and Simulink allowing the user representingthe
model of a plant or a simple process. The tool should have predefined objects (such as
sensors or actuators) that can be used to get an SSG standard view of the processes.
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• Implement interaction measures. In the tool, the user should be able to define variables
related to the process (pressure, flow, height, etc.) and also establish the relations between
them. These relations may be implemented as transfer functions (time domain equations),
either discrete or continuous.

• Implement MODDE Data. MODDE is a package developed by the Uppsala University
and it is used in several heterogeneous industrial companies plannification. The staff at
SCA Obbola proposed to include it for representing the data obtained in their plants.

• Simulation. The tool should also run the process in a Simulink model.

• Find the control structure . Given the inputs and outputs of a system, the tool should also
be able to identify which kind of control structure is being used in the process, if any.

1.4 Layout

This thesis is divided into several sections, starting by this one, where the motivation of this project
is introduced. The reader will find in the next section a list of requirements extracted from prior
research and interviews with the interested partners of theMeSTA project, as well as from the per-
sonal experience of the supervisors of the project. Also limitations of the development framework
(MatLab and Simulink) are addressed. Following next, the data storage issue is analysed and a
classes design is depicted, as well as a series of interface functions that will be used in order to
access the data layer of the tool. Furthermore, a large section explains the most important design
lines followed to build the tool. This includes, among others, the main ideas that came up during
the work to meet the initial requirements, a basic referenceto the Simulink objects and callbacks
and the design of the main parts of the tool. Later, the main extracted conclusions and a discussion
of the results are given, including a survey of the initial requirements that were finally met and a
discussion on why the other objectives could not be achieved. Finally, future work to be done is
described and a discussion on how the results can be improvedis given.
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Chapter 2

Analysis of requirements

It is important, when developing a computer tool, to settle the user requirements from the begin-
ning. The final result may meet all the needs of the user (or at least a reasonable subset of them)
and has to be usable. In this chapter, a summary of the main requirements of the tool, from the
point of view of the user, will be drawn up.

First, the methodology used for the user requirements gathering will be introduced. Afterwards, a
comprehensive set of requirements will be listed. First of all, an approach of the technical issues
related with the visualization programming, such as the elements that has to be drawn and the
parameters to be defined, will be given. Finally, a set of requirements related with the analysis and
visualization will be described.

2.1 Getting the requirements

One of the first steps to be followed in order to understand what has to be done in a complex
project is to gather the user requirements. Several kind of methodologies are available in the
literature, from the requirements analysis performed by expert groups to an informal interview
with the final user. It is important as well to establish a goodcommunication channel with the
users, since they provide the most important information referring to the usability of the tool.
Furthermore, requirements usually change through time, due in part to the lack of clarity that
the final abstract objectives present in the beginning and the fuzzy understanding of user’s needs
(Sutton and Hargadon, 1996).

One of the best methods, the face-to-face sessions, were used during the research and development
of the Visualization Tool. Several partners of the MeSTA project were called for a meeting, in
which the point of view of each of them would be discussed. A brainstorming session took then
place, using the well known Post-It notes and dashboard method (DiGiano et al., 2006). As a
result, a large set of requirements, from abstract to explicit, were gathered and put into analysis.
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6 Analysis of requirements

2.2 User requirements

Model definition requirements

Requirement title Description Code
System elements The tool must bring to the user the possibility

of designing the system structure using Variables,
Components and control and signal Structures

D0

Components User should be able to create, modify and remove
components into/from the model at any time

D0.1

Custom components User should be able to easily define customized
components

D0.1.1

Existing components User should be able to use components already de-
fined in the Simulink library and bring them to the
model

D0.1.2

Components properties The user will easily access to the properties of the
components, being also able to modify them

D0.1.3

Variables User should be able to create, modify and remove
variables into/from the model at any time

D0.2

Unique variables Variables will have a unique name within the
model and several kind of them must co-exist

D0.2.1

Color and type of vari-
ables

Each type of variable will be associated, by stan-
dard, with a color:
• Measured variables→ Green

• Control variables→ Red

• Disturbance variables→ Yellow

• Reference variables→ Blue

• Estimated variables→ Orange

D0.2.2

Linking variables The user should have the possibility of linking a
variable to a component or leave it independent

D0.2.3

Linking components and
variables

The user should somehow know which component
is linked to which variable

D0.2.4

Continued on next page
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Table 2.1 – continued from previous page
Requirement title Description Code
Variable simulation in-
formation

The user needs to save some simulation informa-
tion on each variable (see Chapter 6):

• Saturation: the minimum and maximum
values which can be taken by a certain vari-
able. Only defined for measured and control
variables.

• Working point: the value where the vari-
able will normally fluctuate around. Only
defined for measured and control variables.

• Range: defines the interval in which the
variable normally fluctuates. Only defined
for measured, reference and control vari-
ables.

• Transport delay: is the elapsed time during
which the value of the variable must persist
at an input stream in order for a change to
appear at an output.

• Rate limiter: is the relation between the
change ratio and the time. Only makes sense
for measured and control variables.

D0.2.5

Variables signaling info Just for control, disturbance and reference vari-
ables, the user must be able to choose which kind
of signal source the variable will take as input sig-
nal. The user can choose among one of:

• Ramp: specifying its slope value.

• Step: specifying its values before and after,
as well as the time lapse between the upraise
and the downfall.

• Sinus: needs frequency and amplitude pa-
rameters to be defined.

• Other: the user must be able to define an-
other input function, for instance, by speci-
fying an existing Simulink block as an input
source.

D0.2.6

Continued on next page
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Table 2.1 – continued from previous page
Requirement title Description Code
Variables description The user should also be able to store a brief de-

scription for each variable
D0.2.7

Component deletion When a component is deleted, its linked variables
(if any) will not be lost, that is, will remain in the
system

D0.2.8

Control and signal struc-
tures

The user should be able to define the control and
signal information of the model

D0.3

Control information Each control block has a typical control structure,
with its set point, measured value and control sig-
nal, which must be graphically defined

D0.3.1

Signal information It must be also possible to define other signal val-
ues like the values of the estimated variables, ei-
ther expressing it with an equation or graphically,
using function blocks or similar

D0.3.2

Signal spare from con-
trol

Control and signal structures are complimentary
to the definition itself of the model, meaning that
they must not be merged

D0.3.3

Modularization of the
work

The work should be possible to be split, as in the
factory blueprints

D0.4

Definition of the model The user needs to define the system model, either
by the transfer function or the state space forms

D1

MIMO systems The tool must be capable of managing MIMO sys-
tems

D1.1

Simulation parameters The tool must be capable of managing the simula-
tion parameters (see Chapter 6)sample timeand
both initial andfinal time of simulation

D1.2

Input and output simula-
tion

The user should be able to choose the signals
for the simulation scopes. That is, which input
and output variables simulation values should be
shown

D1.3

Layering The user must be able to define layering groups,
that is, different sets of elements of the system
structure that could be independently hidden or
shown in the graphical interface

D2

Layers definition The way the user can define a layer must be as
simple as possible, being able to move a compo-
nent/variable from one layer to another

D2.1

Layers names The user must be able to assign and change the
name of the layers at any time

D2.2

Layers deletion Although the user should be able to delete a layer,
its deletion does not involve removing the compo-
nents/variables that are assigned to the layer

D2.3

Continued on next page
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Table 2.1 – continued from previous page
Requirement title Description Code
Control layer Appart from the layers defined by the user (user

layers), a special kind of layer, thecontrol layer,
one for each control block in the system, must also
exist

D2.4

Layers coloring Both control and user layers must be drawn in dif-
ferent colours

D2.5

Exporting/importing The tool must provide a module for exporting/im-
porting the data. This way, the user will be able to
share the work among them colleagues and move
it to another computer

D3

Table 2.1: Model definition requirements of the Visualiza-
tion Tool

Analysis and visualization requirements

Requirement title Description Code
Analysis The application must compile all the data supplied

by the user and perform the structural analysis us-
ing the methods developed in the MeSTA project

AV0

Analysis data storage All the data related with the structural analysis
must be stored in the tool and recovered each time
the model is loaded

AV0.1

Control structure The tool should be able to identify which kind of
control structure is being used in the process (see
Section 1.3)

AV0.2

Visualization The most important objective of the tool is to show
to the user, in the most suitable manner, all the
results from the structural analysis

AV1

Interactions significance The visualization module should include a graph-
ical interface with the representation of the signif-
icance of the interactions between variables

AV1.1

Frequency domain anal-
ysis

The visualization module should include a graph-
ical interface with the results of a frequency do-
main analysis, at user’s request, of the relation be-
tween variables

AV1.2

Method and data selec-
tion

The visualization module should bring to the user
the capability of selecting the method to be used
and the data that will be shown in the visualization
interface

AV1.3

Continued on next page
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Table 2.2 – continued from previous page
Requirement title Description Code
MODDE data The visualization module should include a graphi-

cal interface with the results of the MODDE anal-
ysis (see Section 1.3)

AV1.4

Simulation data The visualization module should include a graph-
ical interface with the results of the model simula-
tion (see Section 1.3)

AV1.5

Table 2.2: Analysis and visualization requirements of the Vi-
sualization Tool

2.3 Survey on limitations of the development framework

In this section, a brief overview of the difficulties that arose during the development of the tool,
due to the implementation limitations of the MatLab and Simulink platforms, are presented and
contrasted with the above defined user requirements. Also methods to address and solve these
limitations are discussed, although further implementation details can be found on Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4.

Requirement
code(s)

Limitations Resolution approach

D0 There is no suchcomponentandvari-
ablekind of elements in the Simulink
object libraries

Special kind of block libraries should
be created

D0.1, D0.2 Information on a component/variable
cannot be stored in the object itself,
since Simulink does not allow to cre-
ate user-defined fields

Information on a component/variable
should be stored in an alternative data
storage path

When the name of a block is changed
or the component is deleted/added
from/to the model, information on
existing blocks remains in the data
structure

Such actions should be detected and
properly treated through MatLabcall-
back functions(see Section 4.3)

Continued on next page
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Table 2.3 – continued from previous page
Requirement
code(s)

Limitations Resolution approach

D0.1.1 Blocks are not easy to define. Appart
from custom parameters, the picture
within the block must be also pro-
grammed on MatLab plotting func-
tions

Provide the user of a graphical API
for the icons of the blocks. Copy
and paste an existing block from
the library and modify it (see Sec-
tion 4.2.3)

D0.1.2 Simulink blocks does not have a def-
inition of the needed parameters to
interact with the Visualization Tool.
Besides, callback functions are ’void’

Instead of letting the user drag and
drop a Simulink block into the model,
identify which blocks are most used,
copy them into the Visualization Tool
library and adapt them to the interface
specification

D0.1.3 When accessing to a block attributes
(by double-click over it) Simulink
only shows a typical set of tabs and
fields

Trap block’s opening callback and
open a custom dialogue instead, with
the parameters of the component

D0.2.8 When storing variables as contents
of their linked component (container),
removing a component leads to a cas-
cade deletion of the variables

Store variables information indepen-
dently from the components

D0.3 No such way in Simulinkto imple-
ment these concepts

Create both control and signal inter-
faces definition, as follows

D0.3.1 Set point, measured reference and
control signal will be defined by vari-
ables or a combination of compo-
nents and variables flow diagram,
connected to a special control com-
ponent with three special input ports
(see Appendix A). This feature is
complimented with the layering sys-
tem (see Section??)

D0.3.2 Appart from the graphical expression
commented before, estimated vari-
ables should provide a special param-
eter for the mathematical expression
of its value

Continued on next page
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Table 2.3 – continued from previous page
Requirement
code(s)

Limitations Resolution approach

D0.4 Simulink does not allow to break a
model down into several

Develop a hierarchy of models, using
the embedded block definition func-
tionality of Simulink (that is, the inte-
rior of a block can be defined as an-
other independent, embedded model)

D1 Although a model can be defined into
MatLab expressions and functions,
this cannot be linked with a specific
Simulink model

Maintain internally the model defini-
tion data and link the algebraic vari-
ables with each component/variable
of the model

D1.2 Simulation should be independently
managed (that is, it is not possi-
ble to directly simulate the model in
Simulink) and thus simulation param-
eters cannot be defined by the regular
Simulink simulation engine interface

Create a dialog for simulation data
management

D1.3 Given the limitations onD1.2, there
is no existing way to define the set of
input and output simulation variables

Add to the dialog these parameters

D2 It is not possible in Simulink to
show/hide an object in/from the
model

Remove and add the object at request
from/to the model

When deleting an object, the related
callback functionsare executed and
thus the object is actually removed
from the system

Detect and interpret bothuser dele-
tion and hidding deletioncases and
treat the situation accordingly, i.e. in
the second case change the value of a
hidden/shownflag in the component

It is not possible to reference to a con-
necting line (i.e. a connection be-
tween blocks) in a Simulink model

Use the information of theobject
portsinstead and store it as well when
hidding it. When showing it, recover
the information back and draw the ex-
isting lines

D2.1 Since layers will be developed for this
project, Simulink does not provide a
way to define a layer and show its
properties

Implement a dialog for the creation of
a layer, including its parameters

D2.2 Since layers will be developed for this
project, Simulink does not provide
a way to automatically detect layer
names duplicity

Implement this feature, showing a
warning to the user in case that the
name of the new layer already exists

Continued on next page
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Table 2.3 – continued from previous page
Requirement
code(s)

Limitations Resolution approach

D3 Neither MatLab nor Simulink pro-
vides functionallity for exporting part
of a model

Implement a dialog where several
models can be selected and a function
which creates a Simulink model file
(.mdl) with the blocks and data struc-
tures filtered from the previous dialog
(see Section 3.4)

AV0, AV0.1 As commented before, Simulink does
not provide a specific dialog with
which dynamic data of the model can
be defined

Implement a dialog where trans-
fer functions could be defined and
store them into the model (see Sec-
tion 4.2.2)

AV1.1 Structural analysis is graphicaly de-
fined as a graph of variables and
edges among them, with different
width and colors. These kind of ar-
rows cannot be directly drawn into a
Simulink model

Implement an independent dialog (vi-
sualization figure), where structural
interaction analysis is shown, us-
ing the drawing fucntionalities of
Simulink and MatLab (see Sec-
tion 4.6)

Table 2.3: Model definition requirements of the Visualiza-
tion Tool
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Chapter 3

Data storage design

3.1 Classes in MatLab

This chapter describes how the storage system of the tool wasdesigned. In order to interact with
MatLab commands, the easiest way is to define MatLab classes and use its instantiations (this
way, MatLab can be viewed as an object-oriented language).

A class is an abstraction of an object’s structure; that is, adefinition of attributesandmethods.
An object encapsulates the data of an storage unit, such as a component or a variable in this case.
Once defined a class, the developer can then declare an instance of it, calling itsconstructor
with the proper parameters. The constructor set the initialvalues for the object’s attributes and
return an object of the above-mentioned class. A class can contain another instances of classes
(composition) or can inherit its methods and attributes from the so-called super-class (inheritance).
Besides, the methods of a class can beprivate(only accessible from inside the class’ methods) or
public (accessible from everywhere).

MatLab provides a development environment in order to create a simple classes definition. Each
public method of the class, constructor included, shall be written as a m-function (MatLabs-
functions) with the same name, inside a folder named @class name. The constructor must have
the same name as the class and must implement at least a default constructor version (that is, a
way to calling it without any argument). Besides, the methods would be written under a subfolder
of the class named.private.

3.2 Classes definition

First, a diagram of the main classes will be drawn in order to describe how the tool stores and
processes all the information needed to build and analyse a model. That section presents a class
diagram with all the classes and all the relations among them(but without the fields and methods
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declaration, for a better resolution). Later on, an auxiliary class,hashtable, used as a fast storage
and access container, is explained. At the end, on Appendix B, the main fields and methods are
depicted in a tabular way.

3.2.1 Main classes definition

From the requirements extracted in Chapter 2, some results were analysed, like which entities
could be the best candidates for defining a class. Normally, aclass must gather a set of properties
strongly self-related, as a class must be self-contained (that is, all the necessary information for its
definition must be stored into the class itself). As for its methods, they have been mainly designed
in order to access the object’s information (attributes) toread and write data. The identified classes
are shown in Figure 3.1.
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scenario
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Figure 3.1: Main classes relations

One of the requirements in Chapter 2 was the modularity of thedesigned systems. Therefore, the
work will be split into different Simulink models, each one stored into different Simulink blocks.
This information will be maintained within ascenarioobject. That is, it will be responsible of
storing its components, variables, layers and so on. This isthe root class for the rest of the classes
(compositionof classes), that can be obtained by using thescenariomethods.

Everything is stored via containers, some classes containing or being contained into others. Fig-
ure 3.1 also shows the dependency between elements with no contention relation. In that case, the
dependency relation also stands for a strong life cycle dependency between the elements. That is,
in this case, if acomponentinstance is removed, then any relatedvariable instance should be as
well removed.
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3.2.2 Thehashtable class

The hashtableclass is a general purpose one, used for storing multiple objects in a list of(key,
value)pairs. This class was not included in Figure 3.1 since it is present in almost every other
classes. The main advantage of this kind of data structure isthat the access to its fields is speeded
up by its internal mechanism: a uniquekey identifying each element of thehashtable. The
hashtablecontains itself a certain number ofbuckets, each containing a list of elements. The
relationkey ↔ bucket is bijective, thanks to the so-calledhash-function, a function with a string
as input and an integer as output.

The default method used by thehash-functionof the class for the calculation of the corresponding
bucket number for a key is to transform this last into an integer. Then, it calculates the module
resulting from the division between this last integer and the total number of buckets in the table.
At this moment, the object knows where to store the value. Each list of a hashtable bucketis
implemented into another class,hashlist, each of them using another one,hashcell. In Figure 3.2
one can graphically see how it works.

Figure 3.2: Graphic example of how ahashtableworks

3.3 Data storage and accessibility

3.3.1 Simulink storage system

First, the reader might be interested in how the graphical Simulink models (note here the difference
between aSimulink modeland aprocess model, strongly related in this project) are stored. A
model, consisting in several blocks (including as well lines, text labels. . . ), is self-contained into a
file with the extension .mdl. These models information can beaccessed through a Simulink object
and, subsequently, all of the blocks previously mentioned are considered as well as Simulink
objects. When the user double-clicks over the block in the Simulink user interface, a new window
is opened (from now on, this will be referred as asubsystem). There, the content of the block can
be defined, as if it was another Simulink model.

All objects in Simulink can be accessed through the MatLab development framework by its unique
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name, consisting by the absolute path string from the main model (e.g.:/mainmodel/block1/sub block2).
The programmer can read and/or write the data into the objectparameters using the overloaded
methodsgetandset(e.g.:name = get(′/mainmodel/block1/sub block2′,′ name′)).

3.3.2 Accessing thescenario class instances

All instances of the above explained classes are created andpopulated on real-time, but they have
to be stored somewhere in order to keep the database persistent. The aim is to have everything
arranged together on the same unit and the easiest way is to save it into the model file (main.mdl).
Each model designed, as explained later on in Section 4.4, islinked with one and only onescenario
object, which contains all necessary data. TheUserDatamodel object parameter can be used in
order to store any kind of object. Ahashtableobject, calledscenarios, containing allscenario
objects of the main model, will be stored into that parameter.

There have also been programmed a set of interface functions, such asset scenarioandget scenario,
in order to access thishashtableobject to save and load, respectively, a certainscenarioobject.
This way, the data is accessible from any point in the code.

3.4 Importing models

From the user requirements and personal advice of the main researchers, an important detail was
also specified. Since the models developed during the project research and tool design stages were
going to be shown to the partners in show case meetings (in order to perform assessments of the
tasks), it is important that the models could be moved from one location into another. That is, the
designs made by a developer should be transferrable into a different workstation, in order to share
the results, the analysis and the conclussions. This feature is also strongly recommended for a
working version of the tool, since control management on huge processes are often performed by
more than one person. During the development of this Thesis,it was stated that exportation and
importation of individual submodels should be sufficient, as long as the data in both original and
copied versions will be not compromissed. Therefore, the need of a new graphical dialogue and a
function for importing one or more submodels from a Simulink.mdl file into another arose. This
new dialogue can be seen on Figure 3.3. The needed information is:

• The path for the original .mdl file. Although sharing all the models in a .mdl file is not
the most practical approach and confidentiality could be compromissed, this solution was
considered to be sufficient and avoids the creation of the complimentaryexportationtool,
which would have made everything much more complicated.

• The names of the original .mdl file submodels which will be imported. This is done by
providing the user of a list with all the submodels in the original .mdl file. The user would
choose among the desired importation source and the transfer would take place only with
the objects resulting from this filtering.
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Figure 3.3: Importation dialogue interface

3.5 Structures updating

In order to simplify the needs of the tool to be executed (thatis, the user may need to acquire
new software) and the impossibility of building a structured tool (such as a layeredinterface-
business-datasystem), a proper database environment is not being used: all the information is
stored directly into classes instances. That means that anychange made on the definition of a class
will result in a partial lose of information from the old instances. That is, the objects originally
created over old classes definition will be no longer considered by MatLab as instances of such
a class (it will be considered as genericstructobjects instead), becoming inaccessible by its old
methods and being discarded.

In order to deal with this issue, a functionality calledstructures updatingis also included. This
function transforms all the instances of old classes storedinto a Simulink model into the new ones.
This way, while the tool is being developed and is likely for changes to be made, the user can keep
on working with older versions. When the classes are modified, the user just need to runstructures
updatingto cast its old instances into new ones, without any loss of information in the way.

The function works as follows:

• Read thescenarios hashtablefrom main.mdl.

• For each scenario object contained on it:

– Transform it into a structure.
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– Create a new structure with the same attributes of the last class version as fields of the
structure.

– Copy each value from the old structure to the new one. For new attributes, just set the
default value.

– If an attribute of the old structure is a class instance, thenperform thestructures up-
datingagain into it. This way all the class instances will be updated recursively.

– Transform back the new structure into a class instance. Thisis made by calling the
constructor of the class and passing it the structure as a parameter (each class must
have then this kind of constructor interface implemented).

• Update the value in thescenarios hashtable.



Chapter 4

Programming the interface

In this chapter, the main ideas that came up during the work tosolve the initial requirements are
explained. A basic reference to the Simulink objects will befirst presented. Afterwards, some
GUI behavioural issues are addressed and the found solutions are discussed. Later on, a listing
with the Simulink callbacks that were used for the interaction with the user is shown and, finally,
the design of the main parts of the tool is explained.

4.1 Accessing to the Simulink objects

In Simulink, the developer can easily gain access to almost any object: a block, a line, a figure. . . .
Each of these objects has a certain number ofparameters, like its Nameor its Position. These
and other properties can be tuned by the developer (colour, border, appearance, font and so on).
In order to access to the properties of an object, the programmer needs itshandler, which can be
either a character string with the absolute path of the object (in the case of the Simulink model
objects) or a real number (in the case of the objects in a figure).

The majority of the objects here designed have attributes namedhandleror h, i.e. a handler to a
component, a variable, a block. . . This is how one can gain access to the objects, in order to delete,
create and modify them.

4.2 Some design issues and solutions

Programming with MatLab is a tricky task. The provided development environment is not in-
tended to create versatile applications and many objectives can never be achieved. Furthermore,
the MatLab m-files structuration is difficult to maintain. For this reason, is impossible to build a
typical interface-business-data accessapplication. In these terms, it can be said that the interface
layer are covered by both the Simulink object callbacks and the forms developed using the GUIDE

21
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development environment. The business layer is identified with the different m-functions created,
in order to modularize in some way the implementation of the tool. Finally, the data access layer
can be identified with the classes design, stored into the Simulink UserDatamodel parameter, as
explained in Section 3.3.

This design method has many disadvantages for the future development, since the future program-
mer needs to understand where is the code that needs to be modified in order to change or add any
feature. The first thing that one should understand is that everything is after a Simulink callback.
From this point, a function is ran, several classes instantation are accessed and, as a result of this,
some actions are performed. It is strongly recommended to take a look to the classes attributes
and methods annexed in Appendix B. Finally, all the code is commented in order to explain what
it does, so the developer can use it as a self-helping guide.

4.2.1 Positioning the variables in the model

When a variable is created, its representation in the Simulink model is positioned above the asso-
ciated component’s block, if any. In order to avoid the overlaping with an existing variable block,
it is needed to keep track of the current position of the rest of the variables in the model. Actually,
what is really needed is all thetopandleft position parameters of the variables in the model, since
all of them have the same dimensions. That is, two sets storedinto thetopandleft attributes of the
scenarioclass. Each of them is an instance of thehashtableclass, with the name of the variable
as the key index and the value of the positioning parameter asthe value.

Each time a variable is created, the corresponding functionstores a new pair (top, left) into the
scenarioinstantiation. When a variable is moved in the model, these values are updated by a
function, initiated within a callback. This way, the next time a variable is created, all the existing
variables positions are quickly accessible.

Based on this information, thepositionnext var(component)function calculates the most suitable
position above the component associated with a variable that is being created. The method is
simple: looking into a certain range right above the component (from the left-most side and never
below its up-most edge or above this last position plus the height of a variable, as shown in
Figure 4.2.1), the function calculates the most suitable position to place the new variable block.
For more information, it is recommended to take a look at the function implementation in the
code.

Figure 4.1: Range where a new variable block can be located
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4.2.2 Models and interactions

In Section 4.6, the basic functionalities of the interaction figure are explained. One of its features
is to show the interaction between variables and the system model to the user. Is for this purpose
for which theedgeclass was designed. An edge can be viewed as a relation of somekind between
two variables. There is two kind of edges in the interaction figure:

• Interaction edges: those described by the results referenced in Section 1.2.

• Model edges: those given by the transfer function or state space forms defined between
variables.

It is needed to define where and how all this data will be stored. Since a model can be defined
as a MIMO system (that is, with several inputs and/or severaloutputs), edges cannot establish a
bijective relation among variables. Thus, both the interaction information and the model edges
should be separately stored. The solution is to use theedgeclass to store the data of an inter-
action relation (outgoing and incoming variables, width. .. ) and add areferencefor the model
(an instantiation of themysystemclass) with which it is related, if any. On the other hand, the
function models are stored in ahashtable(modelsattribute in thescenarioclass), where the key
is the above mentionedreference(tag attribute in theedgeclass). This way, if two variables are
related in amysystemobject, anedgeobject should be instantiated in thescenarioclass with atag
referring to an object in themodels hashtable. If there is no interaction between the variables, the
width (signattribute in theedgeclass) will be 0. If there is no model relating the variables,the
tag will store a void value. If the model is MIMO, severaledgespointing to the samemysystem
instance should be created.

4.2.3 Drawing block icons

The requirement of providing freedom to create a model to theuser raised the need of creating a
custom blocks library. The tool should have one door open forfuture development, including the
creation of new blocks. Furthermore, blocks’ icons have to be drawn in two different interfaces:
in the Simulink model and in the interaction figure. For this purpose, an interface for the icon
drawing system has been created, as shown in Listing C.1.

In order to create a custom block in Simulink, one has to edit an already existing block:Subsystem.
This kind of block has a group of special characteristics that can be accessed by theMask editor. In
Figure 4.2.3, the icon mask for the Pumpgeneral component is shown. There are three important
sections:

• Icon: here, the code needed for printing the component icon is written. The programmer
can use previously calculated component parameters, but only a few drawing functions are
supported.
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• Parameters: here, the developer defines the block parameters. Two of them are defined in
each block:OldNameandDrawFcn.

The first is a copy of the current block’s name. When the user changes it, the previous name
of the block is needed, in order to access to its data. This is stored in this parameter and
when the real block’s name is modified, the change affects theparameter, after being used.

TheDrawFcnparameter is the name of the function that calculates the value of the param-
eters used in theIcon section.

• Initialization : in this section, three actions are performed each time the appearance of the
block is changed:

– Set the value for theDrawFcnparameter with the name of the drawing function. Each
drawing function, as shown in Listing C.1, accepts at least 6arguments:

∗ x1, y1, x2 and y2: the x and y axes drawing limits.
∗ p: boolean value specifying whether the function should perform the block-specific

drawing function after calculating the needed parameter values, or just return
these values.
∗ r : orientation of the block (depending on how many degrees it is rotated).
∗ color: the colour with which the lines should be drawn (can be either black for a

normal block or other for a layer block).

Other arguments can be supplied, when more information is needed by the icon draw-
ing function.

– Get the needed arguments for the drawing function. This is made by calling the
draw paramsfunction, which calculates the x and y axes position where the icon while
be drawn.
Within a block, the icon is drawn in an area where the left and bottom edges are 0. The
right and upper edges are equal to the width and height, respectively, of the block (in
pixels).
On the other hand, when an icon should be drawn in the interaction figure, its absolute
position within the model should be supplied. This way, the absolute reference changes
and thedraw paramsfunction is responsible of the proper calculations.
This function accepts, as well as the handle to the block, a boolean argument (p). If
the value istrue, the function calculates the drawing limits for the interaction figure.
Otherwise, the values for the icon block area are calculated.
draw paramsalso retrieves the rest of the previously explained parameter values.

– Execute the drawing function with the previously calculated parameter values and store
them into the mask workspace, in order to be used when the iconis being drawn.

4.3 Programming thecallbacks

Working with MatLab means programming a lot of functions which, in this case, are used by the
Simulinkcallbacks. A callbackis a function related with an event, like copying a block, deleting
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Figure 4.2: Block mask editor

it, double-clicking on it and so on. By programming acallback, any action performed by the
user can be trapped and controlled. On Table 4.3 a list with the programmed callbacks, with an
explanation of the actions performed when executed, is shown. Each of them is programmed into
a m-file with the same name (foldercallbacks).

Callback Executed when Description
FcnBlockConnectivityChangesUser deletes or add a line

or a port from a layer
block

Redraw all the lines
in the interaction
figure.

FcnClickEdge User clicks on a model
edge in the interaction
figure

Show a window
with the data of the
transfer function/s-
tate space form
(either like the one
shown at Figure 4.3
or at Figure 4.3).

FcnConnectivityChanges User deletes or add a line
or a port from a compo-
nent

Redraw all the lines
in the interaction
figure.

Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 – continued from previous page
Callback Executed when Description
FcnCopyComponent User copies a component

into the model
Create al block or
componentinstance
(depending if the
user is defining a
layer or not, re-
spectively) and ini-
tialize its data, like
the handler to the
model block, the
handler to the orig-
inal block in the li-
brary, etc.). Also
set all of its proper
callbacks.

FcnDeleteComponent User deletes a compo-
nent from the model

Remove the compo-
nent class instances,
as well as all of its
related variable ob-
jects from the cur-
rent scenario. Also
delete them from
the interaction fig-
ure, if being drawn.

FcnDeleteLayerBlock User deletes a layer
block

Remove the lblock
object, as well as
its related lline
instances, from the
current scenario.
Also delete them
from the interaction
figure, if visible.

FcnDeleteModel User deletes a model Set the
IS QUITTING
global flag totrue,
in order to not
execute all of its
containing blocks
Deletecallbacks.

Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 – continued from previous page
Callback Executed when Description
FcnDeleteVariable User deletes a variable

from the model
Remove the object
instance, as well
as the reference on
the related compo-
nent, from the cur-
rent scenario. Also
delete it from the in-
teraction figure, if
being drawn.

FcnInitLinkedComponent Initialization function
for the linked compo-
nents (those based on
already existing blocks
in Simulink)

Set its UserData
values, that replaces
those parameters
not existing on the
block.

FcnModelClose User closes the Simulink
model window

Set the
IS QUITTING
global flag totrue,
in order to not exe-
cute all theDelete
callbacks of its
containing blocks.

FcnMoveComponent User moves a component
from the model

Redraw the compo-
nent in the interac-
tion figure, if being
drawn.

FcnMoveLayerBlock User moves a layer block
from the model

Redraw the layer
block in the interac-
tion figure, if being
drawn.

Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 – continued from previous page
Callback Executed when Description
FcnMoveVar User clicks over a vari-

able from the interaction
figure

Ask the user for
a new position to
move it (using the
ginput() function),
redraw its incoming
and outgoing edges
(if existing) and
redraw the variable
into the new posi-
tion. If the Moving
variables option is
set to Model ↔
Interactionfigure
or Model ←
Interactionfigure,
also moves the vari-
able in the model.

FcnMoveVariable User moves a variable in
the model

If the Moving
variables option is
set to Model ↔
Interactionfigure
or Model →
Interactionfigure,
also moves the vari-
able in the interface
figure.

FcnNameChangeComponent User changes the name
of a component in the
model

Change the han-
dler reference
attribute value in
the component
object and in its
related variable and
l block objects (if
existing) from the
current scenario.
Also changes the
name text in the
interaction figure, if
being drawn.

Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 – continued from previous page
Callback Executed when Description
FcnNameChangeLayerBlock User changes the name

of a layer block in the
model

Change the handler
reference and name
attributes values in
the l block object
from the current
scenario. Also
changes the name
text in the interac-
tion figure, if being
drawn.

FcnNameChangeModel User changes the name
of the model, via the
form shown in Fig-
ure D.2

Change the key
string of the model
in the global
hashtable that
contains all the
scenarioobjects.

FcnNameChangeVariable User changes the name
of a variable in the model

Change the handler
reference attribute
value in the variable
object and in its
related component
object from the
current scenario.
Also changes the
name text in the
interaction figure, if
being drawn.

FcnOpenBlock User double-clicks over
a layer block in the
model

Open the interface
shown in Fig-
ure D.5. Depending
on the kind of
block, that is, for
instance, a block
that user is able to
select some of its
visual parameters
(e.g.: aSumblock
which input signs
can be changed),
other fields could
be shown.

Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 – continued from previous page
Callback Executed when Description
FcnOpenComponent User double-clicks over

a component in the
model

Open the inter-
face shown in
Figure 4.7.

FcnOpenModel User opens a model Force Simulink to
open it into the
same window of the
main model. Also
opens the block
library.

FcnOpenSubLibrary User opens a sublibrary
in the library

Force Simulink to
open it into the
same window of the
library.

FcnOpenVariable User double-clicks over
a variable in the model

Open the inter-
face shown in
Figure 4.8.

FcnPostDeleteModel User deletes a model Remove the sce-
nario object
from the global
hashtable.

FcnPostLoadMain The main model is
opened

Arrange its model
blocks and sort
them alphabetically.

FcnPreDeleteComponent User deletes a compo-
nent from the model

Remove its related
layer, l block,
l line objects (if
the component
being removed is a
control component)
from the current
scenario. Also
delete them from
the interaction
figure, if visible.

FcnRemoveAnnotation User removes an annota-
tion from the model

Delete it from the
interaction figure, if
being shown.

Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 – continued from previous page
Callback Executed when Description
FcnZoom User resizes the interac-

tion figure window
Set the size of the
font of all text
items being drawn,
according to the
zoomed area of the
interaction figure.

Table 4.1: MatLabcallbacksprogrammed on the tool

Figure 4.3: Transfer function form interface

Normally, when a callback is executed, the first thing it doesis to get thescenarioobject of
the current model (with theget scenario()function) and access to its objects using any method
described in Table B.8.

4.4 The Simulink model

One of the reasons of choosing Simulink as the VisualizationTool’s base framework is that, using
its modelling functionalities, a way of defining the physical process is already available. This way,
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Figure 4.4: State space form interface

Figure 4.5: Importing models window

it is only needed to work with the specification interfaces created for the programmer (such as the
callbacks, as explained in Section 4.3.

As discussed in Section 4.2.3, both custom and modified blocks in the library should interact
with a Simulink model. First, it is needed to retrieve where the models will be stored. A file
named main.mdl (a Simulink model file) was created for this purpose. In order to achieve the
requirements commented in Chapter 2, the user will be able tocreate different process schemas,
thus allowing modularization of the work. Furthermore, it could be useful to have the ability of
creating different models when, for instance, they are not related.

For each model, a SimulinkSubsystemblock will be created and all of its contents will be designed
in within. As commented in Section 3.3, each model will be associated with ascenarioobject,
which will be accessed in order to create, modify or delete a component, a variable. . . The main
window will look like the one shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.6: Layer block properties interface

4.4.1 Creating a submodel

When the user wants to create a new model, a newSubsystemblock is created. When the user
double-clicks on it, a new window is opened, with the contents of the model: a Simulink diagram.
Here, the user can drag and drop any element above mentioned and create the physical structure of
the process. For instance, a component can be copied from thelibrary. This is done by dropping
a block into the Simulink model. Then, theFcnCopycallback of the component is called and a
new componentobject instance is created into the currentscenarioobject. The code shown in
Listing C.2 shows the actions performed when the callback isexecuted. To access to the current
scenario object, one can use the auxiliary functioncurrent model. An example of a process created
with the tool is shown in Figure 4.10.

4.4.2 Accessing the process’s elements

From this moment, the user can access to the component’s properties, by double clicking on it
(event caught by theFcnOpenComponentcallback). A graphical dialogue like the one shown
in Figure 4.8 is displayed and the user can thereby modify allthe parameters of the component.
All the dialogues programmed on the tool have two important functions:validatedataandsave.
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Figure 4.7: Properties of theTankcomponent

validatedatachecks out the validity of the typed data, showing an error window if something was
wrong (e.g.: the user introduced alphanumeric characters while numbers where expected).save
callsvalidatedatafirst and, if everything is correct, reads the data and saves it.

In order to do that and allow the developer to do modificationseasily, several general purpose
functions where created. The idea is to use the relation between a data entity and its object
container. For instance, to know the name of the GUI controlswhere the needed data where
written, we can name them as it is inside the object (that is, using the name of the related attribute).
This way, for each object we have a list of attribute names andits respective text field in a GUI.
Then, we use thechecktext, read text and settext functions and passes them the handler to the
dialogue, the list of attribute names and some extra parameters (as the name of the field’s parameter
where to read/write the data and the handlers to the functions responsible of checking the data) as
arguments. Listing C.3 shows how thechecktextworks.

As for theget text andset text functions, the difference is that we need to access to the object’s
attributes and write or read the GUI’s data, respectively. Listing C.4 shows how theget text
works. This way, the actions performed, as well as the field names, are easy to modify by chang-
ing the value of some global variables (likeVARIABLEFIELDS, VARIABLEFIELDS TEXT,
TRFCFIELDSand so on, all defined in theglobal structsm-function).
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Figure 4.8: Properties ofh1

4.5 The layering system

No features to manage the visibility of a model block are provided by Simulink. One of the initial
requirements was to create a functionality that, somehow, allows the user to create additional
structure information of the model that is not directly defining the model, such as the control and
the signal structures. For instance, a control component (that is, a block with at least one control
variable) may be linked with a control structure that defineshow the controller works (like the
structure of the controller or how it reads the data from the sensors and the working point from
the user). The user may desire this information to be hidden and shown separately from the rest
of the process structure.

To do that, we need to copy and delete the blocks directly intothe Simulink model. We have
defined an object,layer, that contains all the information needed to manage that. Alayer is
defined by the blocks contained on it and the name of the controller block (or the name of the
layer, if linked to none), as well as the connections drawn bythe user. One of the features of
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Figure 4.9: Main model window

the component’s GUI is to define the structure layer of a control component. By clicking on the
Define control layerbutton, an scenario attribute (definelayer) is set to the name of thelayer
object. While this value is not set to void, every block copied into the Simulink model will belong
to the mentioned layer, instead of thescenarioobject. That is, the tool will no create acomponent
object from the new block, but create al blockobject instead.

The difference between component and lblock objects is that we need to store information such
as the handle to the original block (the one in the library), the position, the orientation. . . of the
block. This is made in order to rebuild the content of the layer each time it is drawn. We need
as well to store the information of the connections between blocks. When a line is drawn by the
user on the Simulink model, a callback (FcnBlockConnectivityChanges) is executed and a new
object l line is created. In addition to this, the control structure layer is displayed in blue while the
signal structure layer is drawn in red. A good example of a process with both control and signal
structures, taken from (Salehpour, 2009), is detailed in Chapter A.

4.6 The interaction figure

This is one of the most important parts of the tool. In this window, one can visualize the interac-
tions, the model data and so on. On Figure 4.11 one can see a capture of the interaction figure.

One can notice the different parts on the window:

• Linking the position of the variables: is the pop-up menu labelledMoving variables.
There is four possible combinations: no linking, bijectivelinking, when moving in the
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Figure 4.10: Quadruple tank example finished

model, moving in the interaction figure and vice-versa. The user can tell the tool to link the
position of the variables in any direction, as well as re-arrange the variables in the interac-
tion figure, according with the position that they currentlyhave in the Simulink model. This
is made by using the proper callbacks (FcnMoveVariable, FcnMoveVarandFcnMoveEsti-
matedVar) described at Table 4.3.

• Showing/hiding elements: is the check-box set labelledView. The user can show hide the
following elements:

– Control variables.

– Measured variables.

– Disturbance variables.

– Reference variables.

– Estimated variables.

– Model edges.

– Components, lines and annotations (Rest).

– Component names.

This is reached by accessing to the graphic handler of the objects and deleting or redrawing
them.
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Figure 4.11: Interaction figure window

• Moving variables: the user can click on any variable in the interaction figure and move
it, in order to arrange the variables for a proper visualization. This is made by detecting
the execution of theFcnMoveVarandFcnMoveEstimatedVarcallbacks and changing the
position of the variables graphic handler.

• Visualizing and editing the models: the user can click on a model edge and access to
its data (shown on the interface of either Figure 4.3 or Figure 4.3). In the case of MIMO
processes, is first shown the data of the model between the twovariables linked by the edge
(that is, the SISO equivalent of the MIMO system for these twovariables). This is not
editable for the user, but one can access to the MIMO data by clicking on theShow MIMO
button, that can be modified or even removed by the user.
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4.6.1 Drawing the items

Several elements are displayed in the interaction figure, from component and layer blocks to
variables and edges. Each one of the graphical items stands for an object stored in thescenario
class. Since all of them are drawn in a different way and we need further access to the graphic
objects (in order to move, modify or delete them), we need an specific method that work it all
out. That is the idea of the overloaded method draw, that is present in thescenario, variable,
component, edgeandl blockclasses (as referenced in Appendix B).

Thescenario drawmethod is responsible of calling to the rest ofdraw methods of the contained
instances, so all the model is drawn, element by element, recursively. The actions performed after
a call todraware:

• scenario: draw all the content of a model. This function call all the other draw function
of each instance contained and listed below. Also draws the lines of the model, that is, the
connection between components, variables, . . . .

• componentand l block: call thedraw block function, which callsdraw paramsfunction
in turn. Thedraw block function is responsible of drawing the outer frame of the block, if
it exists, and the name as a text object. In further steps, it takes the name of the component
drawing function (from theDrawFcnblock parameter) and the corresponding call param-
eters for it (using thedraw paramsfunction). At the end, it executes the drawing function
with the suitable arguments (so the component is drawn) and stores its graphical handlers in
the class instance.

• variable: draw a circle, filled with the appropriate color, and the name of the variable as a
text object. Also set theButtonDwncallback of these graphical objects, so theFcnMoveVar
andFcnMoveEstimatedVarcallbacks defined in Table 4.3 are available when the user clicks
over the variables in the interaction figure.

• edge: draw an arrow, with the relative width expressed in thesignattribute. If the edge is
related with a model (that is, the model attribute is not void), also draw another arrow and
set accordingly theButtonDwncallback, so theFcnClickEdgecallback defined in Table 4.3
is available when the user clicks over the model edge in the interaction figure.

• l block: draw the block lay, performing the same action as with thecomponentobject.

4.6.2 Interacting with the model

The interaction figure is a reflection of the Simulink model, so every change made in the cor-
responding scenario object must be submitted into the figure. That is, when programming the
callbacks related with any modification of the model (CopyFcn, MoveFcn, DeleteFcn and so on),
updating the interaction figure was always considered. Thatmeans that the items into the figure
has to be redrawn so often.
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For those reasons, thedraw function of the scenario class is slightly different from the others: the
programmer can specify a certain kind of object to be drawn orremoved. This is made with the
help of an extra argument,what. As for the deleting process (e.g.: the user unchecks an element),
another function (erase) is executed.

Is also interesting that the final user could arrange the variables in the most suitable way. In the
interaction figure, the user is able to move the variables thesame way as in the Simulink model he
does. This is done by programming theFcnMoveVarcallback function and reading the destination
coordinates that theginputfunction supplies. The position of a variable in the interaction figure is
stored in the variable object attributeplot pos.

Here we may discuss as well about the figure coordinates in theinteractions graphic. A figure
in MatLab is intended to draw graphical objects on it: lines,polygons, images, text and so on.
These objects have points defined by (x,y) coordinates, referencing to the figure’s axes Cartesian
coordinates (that is, from left to right and from bottom to up, respectively). In the other hand, a
Simulink model block is positioned (being this informationaccessible by the parameterPosition)
with respect to the leftmost and topmost edges of the model window ([left top right bottom], that
is, from left to right and from top to bottom, as shown in Figure 4.12). The natural translation into
both different reference system is to reverse the vertical metrics, that is: a Simulink model-based
position (left,top) is translated into (left, -top) cartesian coordinates. This way, the whole figure is
drawn into the fourth cartesian quadrant. In Figure 4.13 onecan see an example of the translation
form the Simulink model reference system into the (x1, x2, y1, y2) tuple used in the drawing
system explained in Section 4.2.3.

Figure 4.12: Simulink model coordinates example

For this reason, the drawn function of thescenarioclass is slightly different from the others: the
programmer can specify a specific kind of object to be drawn orremoved.
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Figure 4.13: Cartesian coordinates equivalent in the interaction figure
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Chapter 5

Results and Discussion

A visualization tool for MatLab has been developed. It allows the user to define a model of a
whole system and it gives him tools to analyse it. The model can be represented using ISO repre-
sentations of a factory components such as valves, bombs, etc. The control and signal structures
that appear in the model can be defined as well.

5.1 Accomplished objectives

The implementation was completely made in MatLab and Simulink. This was a requirement for
the whole project. A first analysis of requirement concludedin the data structure design and the
work consisted in combining the already existing Simulink functionalities with the desired data
maintenance.

For the first task, the tool had to be able to define a process model and allow the user to set the
data needed for further analysis. Furthermore, a graphicalanalysis interface that represents the
structure of the defined model was developed. With this feature, the calculations made by the
algorithms (out of the scope of this Thesis) could graphically show their results.

Meanwhile, an SSG standard representation of some devices had been developed, in order to
create a real model. At that moment, only the devices needed in the paper and pulp industry were
designed, since they are the first users of the tool.

In time, some simple processes were ready to be tested and analysed in the tool, moment in which
a new task was assigned: the structure layers. The tool had tobe able to separate model graphical
information, including the physical model itself, and control and signal structure, being the user
able to show or hide groups of elements at them choice. This was very important since some
complex process models might be defined by many variables andblocks.

Furthermore, the graphical analysis interface was extended in order to provide visual information
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on the transfer functions that the user was then able to implement. That included an improvement
of the graphical interface that allowed the user to show or hide any element, such as variables,
blocks, text and arrows (those expressing transfer functions and relations, as explained in time).

After all this work, a powerful tool for structural analysisof complex processes was developed.
Some issues were found, such as the limitations of the MatLabAPI for the graphical user in-
terface, making it not easy, or even impossible, to match some initial requirements. However,
some good ideas came up to solve all the problems and the most interesting feature of the tool,
the visualization of the process, happened to work very welland fitted the average needs of the
common user. The author learnt a lot about the engineering world, due to the constants visits and
the information shared with real engineers and possible final users of the application. This thesis
went also deep into the topic of the structural analysis and the author earned experience in the real
development and research world.

5.2 Conclusions on analysis of requirements

In this section a list with the initial user requirements described in Section 2.2 will be shown. For
each identified requirement, an evaluation of the level of performance reached at the end of the
project development will be discussed. This will provide evidence of the level of success reached
at the end of the work and will be later on used as a guide for future improvements (see Chapter 6).

Requirement
code(s)

Requirement perfor-
mance

Causes for non achieve-
ment

References

D0 The user is able to suc-
cessfully model a real
show casestock model
scenario, including con-
trol and signal structures,
chosen for the demon-
strations. This wass
considered sufficient by
the steering committee
of the MeSTA project

Figure 4.9,
Figure A.1,
Figure D.1,
Figure D.2,
Section 4.4,
Section 4.4.1

Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Requirement
code(s)

Requirement perfor-
mance

Causes for non achieve-
ment

References

D0.1 Components can be
easily created into the
model. The user drags
and drops a component
from the library and the
component data entity
is successfully created
in the data system.
Also changing block
name and component
parameters works fine.
Finally, removing a
component causes dele-
tion of component data
structure

Section 4.2.1

D0.1.1 There is no tool with
which the user could cre-
ate a customized block

The problem is that the
plotting commands for
both Simulink model
and Interactions Graphic
should be the same.
Although for the sec-
ond one there is no
limitation, for the first
one, only a short set of
instructions should be
written into the Mask
Editor of the block and
no external functions
can be used. Therefore,
different approaches
are followed for both
cases and it is not
possible to provide a
non-expert user of a
drawing interface

Section 4.2.3,
Section 4.6.1

D0.1.2 The user cannot drag
and drop a Simulink na-
tive component or other
block outside the Visual-
ization Tool library into
the model

Some block parameters
need to be modified, at
least, the mask drawing
commands and the call-
back functions

Section 4.3

Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Requirement
code(s)

Requirement perfor-
mance

Causes for non achieve-
ment

References

D0.1.3 A dialog box is shown
when the user access the
properties of the block.
Parameters are shown in
editable fields and the
user can change them

Figure D.3

D0.2 Variables can be cre-
ated, either by ’drag and
drop’ from the library
or the specification of
a variable name in the
variable list of the re-
lated component. Dele-
tion of a variable directly
from the model or by re-
moving from the compo-
nent’s list also works

Section 4.2.1

D0.2.1 This requirement is also
met without any problem

D0.2.2 Variable types can be
identified by their color

D0.2.3 When the properties di-
alog of the variable is
open, the user can se-
lect with which compo-
nent of the model it is re-
lated

Figure D.4

D0.2.4 An arrow linking the
variable block with the
component block can be
drawn/hidden at user’s
request

D0.2.5 All of the simulation nu-
meric parameters of a
variable are stored into
a unique variable data
structure and are used
in the dialog interface.
The user can success-
fully modify these data

Figure D.4

Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Requirement
code(s)

Requirement perfor-
mance

Causes for non achieve-
ment

References

D0.2.6 All of the signal source
parameters of a variable
are stored into a unique
variable data structure
and are used in the dia-
log interface. The user
can successfully modify
these data

Figure D.4

D0.2.7 A description field is
added into the variable
properties dialogue

Figure D.4

D0.2.8 When a component is
deleted, the related vari-
ables remain (now un-
linked) in the model

D0.3 User can define both
control and signal struc-
tures, as follows

Chapter A

D0.3.1 Two special con-
trol components
(Controller block and
Controller block ff, this
last for feedback forward
control configurations)
were added to the li-
brary, with a special set
of input and output ports

Figure 5.2

D0.3.2 Estimated variables can
be graphically expressed
by connecting their input
to a flow diagram in the
model. Additionally, a
field for its algebraic ex-
pression can be used in
the properties dialogue

Figure D.4

D0.3.3 The information of con-
trol and signal structures
are independent (it is en-
couraged to use layers)

Section 4.5,
Chapter A

Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Requirement
code(s)

Requirement perfor-
mance

Causes for non achieve-
ment

References

D0.4 Models are spared into
different submodules,
which are in turn con-
tained into de Model
Explorer

Figure 4.9

D1 Transfer functions and
state space models can
be defined through the
Transfer function inter-
face

Section 4.2.2,
Figure D.11,
Figure D.12

D1.2, D1.3 Created a simulation
data dialog, which stores
the parameters values
into the model

Figure D.10

D2, D2.4 User can define both
signal and control
structure layers either
independently from the
model (through the user
menu) or assocciated
with a specific control
component (i.e. a com-
ponent assocciated with
a control variable)

Figure D.5,
Figure A.5

D2.1 To define a layer, user
clicks on theDefine con-
trol or structure layer
button of any of its com-
ponents. During this op-
eration, components can
be deleted/added from/to
the layer. The user can-
not change the layer to
which a component be-
longs

Lack of time for the de-
velopment of this last
functionallity

Figure D.5

D2.2 The user cannot use an
already existing name for
a new, custom layer. A
warning is shown when
this happens

Figure D.13

Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Requirement
code(s)

Requirement perfor-
mance

Causes for non achieve-
ment

References

D2.3 When the user deletes
a layer, the contained
blocks remain intact in
the model

D2.5 Signal structure layers
contents are colored in
red, while control struc-
ture layers contents are
drawn in blue. Besides,
when defining a layer,
the rest of the compo-
nents and variables are
shown in grey

Figure A.2,
Figure A.4

D3 An importation dialogue
has been implemented
and the user can trans-
fer a personalized subset
of the models from one
computer to another

Section 3.4,
Figure D.6

AV0 Structural, interaction
and frequency domain
analysis can be per-
formed through the
different implemented
interfaces

Figure D.7,
Figure D.9

AV0.1 All this data (trans-
fer functions, relation
among variables...) is
stored in the scenario
data structure. Likewise,
trfc and stsp classes
(previously developed
as part of the MeSTA
project results specifi-
cation) are used for the
representation of transfer
functions

Chapter 3

AV0.2 This feature could not be
implemented

Lack of time for its de-
velopment

Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Requirement
code(s)

Requirement perfor-
mance

Causes for non achieve-
ment

References

AV1 An Interactions Graphic
is implemented, where
structural analysis,
model interactions
and MODDE data
calculation results are
graphically shown. In
this figure, the physical
Simulink model is also
reproduced. The user
can filter which kind
of information will be
shown

Figure D.7

AV1.1 In the Interactions
Graphic, a series of
colored, arrowed edges
are shown, representing
the interaction between
variables. Relative width
of these arrows can be
also set by the user. The
value of the transfer
functions can also be
accessed by clicking
over these edges. Fi-
nally, propagation of the
effect of the change of a
variable’s value is also
represented with black
arrows

Section 4.2.2,
Figure D.7

AV1.2 A plot matrix for either
SDPT, FDPTr/SDTFr
and FDPTc/SDTFc
analysis results is shown
at user’s request

Figure D.14,
Figure D.15

AV1.3 An interface dialogue
where the user can select
the interaction parame-
ters is shown through the
main menu

Figure D.9

Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Requirement
code(s)

Requirement perfor-
mance

Causes for non achieve-
ment

References

AV1.4 MODDE analysis can
be performed at user’s
request and its results
are shown in the imple-
mented dialogue

Figure D.8,
Figure D.16

AV1.5 This feature could not be
implemented

Lack of time for its de-
velopment

Table 5.1: Analysis of user requirements compliance

Figure 5.1: Control blocks in the Visualization Tool library

5.3 Conclusions

After all this work, the author can extract some conclusionsreferred to the research and experi-
ences occurred during the investigations. These conclusions are presented below:

• It was found hard to maintain and organize a huge tool programmed over the MatLab and
Simulink environment. The author admits that, although theMatLab kernel is a convenient
tool for all the calculations needed for this work, the Simulink environment is not the best
choice for a user interface with the initially demanded features.

• The author noticed as well that the final designed data storage system is not the most suitable
for the development of a tool. The reasons for this opinion are explained in Subsection 3.5.

• Another common problem was found during all the programmingtasks, since it was not
clear from the beginning which was the needs and requirements for the tool. This checklist
was in continuous change during the whole developing, whichcreated several problems due
to the characteristics of the MatLab programming.
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• Thanks to this thesis and the several visits arranged to SCA Obbola (one of the final tool
customers), the author realized how different the real engineering work is compared to the
one that is learnt during the early studies.



Chapter 6

Future work

Some of the initial aims of this project were not achieved at the end of the research and some
others were added to the requirement list as the tool evolvedant the expectations from the users
experienced rather interest. It is in this section summarized a list of unresolved needs and probable
improvements for the tool, to be considerer by further developers:

• Simulation: the user might be able to simulate the whole process directly from the Visu-
alization Tool. However, although Simulink is used to develop the whole tool, it should
not be possible to simulate in thetraditional Simulink waybecause the blocks that have to
be implemented may not have anyinternal function implemented. It is necessary, then, to
define functions that create another Simulink model with allthe transfer functions, inputs
and outputs automatically described in it. To do so we have to:

– Subsystem for the Inputs and Outputs. We will need to implement a subsystem with
the input parameters such as delay, saturation, working point, etc.

– Subsystem for every MIMO or SISO system. If the user defines a MIMO system, all
the transfer functions of that MIMO system should be in the same subsystem.

– Show the variables. It is necessary to implement a GUI that shows the values of all the
variables and allows to compare them to each other.

• Controller Structure : One of the main features that are needed to be implemented inthe
tool is the definition and calculation of the controller structure of a given model. The tool
must be able to find out what controller is being used in the process between several vari-
ables and show the user its structure. In order to do that all the transfer functions are needed,
then, the tool must check between which variables there is a transfer function and compare.
Also those transfer functions should be compared and analysed to find out what controller
is being used in that part of the process.

• Interface: Another loose end of the tool is the graphical interface, since it is constrained
to the Simulink framework capabilities. It is needed to create a custom GUI by means of
an alternative design tool with more flexible resources thanthe one supplied with MatLab.
The tool suffers as well of a lack of functionality since Simulink is not intended for the
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development of a complete user interface tool. Given all this issues the research group
decided to continue the work creating a Java-based user interface for the user, integrating
the future graphical elements with the MatLab engine and allthe code generated during this
research.



Appendix A

Defining the control and signal structures

In this appendix it will explained how to model the control and signal structures of a model. For
that purpose, a more complex example is needed. The mine process example shown in Figure A.1,
taken from (Salehpour, 2009), will be used for that purpose.

Figure A.1: Mine process example

This is a bentonite blending process, where a PI-controllerkeeps the level of a tank (the Blending
tank component) by steering the blender’s outflow-valve. The flows are measured in the incoming
conveyor belts and their sum is used as feedforward in the controller block, in order to compensate
the change of mass-inflow and deviate it to the tank. The setpoint (SP) of the controller is decided
externally and the measured value (MV) is set by the level of the tank, measured with a load cell
(Mass variable).
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Figure A.2: Mine process example, with a signal structure definition for qoutestimated variable

The tool supports the user defining the control and signal structure of the model. For each control
component (that is, a component related with one or more control variables) there is some extra
options, likeDefine control structure layer. Layers were implemented in order to help the user to
define complementary information of the model, that them could at any moment show or hide, in
both the model and the interaction figure (this last explained later). A control structure layer, once
defined, may be hidden or shown by unchecking or checking theShow control structure layer
control in the block properties window (see Figure A.3).

The user can figure easily out which components belong to a control structure layer, since they are
drawn in blue. When selectingDefine control structure layer, everything in the model gets faded
at grey, excepting the components and lines defined in the layer (and the controller block), like it
is shown in Figure A.4. In this moment, any component copied by the user into the model will be
attached to the layer them had just begun to define. That is, the user will add the component to the
layer. When the user is done adding components, them just have to push theStop defining control
structure layerbutton in the properties of the control block. These optionsare also reachable to
the user by double-clicking on any component of the control layer, when visible.

There is also another way of accessing to the control structure layers, through theControl structure
layerssubmenu of theControl and signal structuresmenu. There, the user can hide or show all
the control structure layers at once, as well as remove them or define/show/hide them one by one
(Figure A.5). One can refer to a control structure layer referring to the name of its control block
(in this case, theBlending tankcomponent).

As for the signal structures, there are some differences regarding to the control structures: the
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Figure A.3: Properties of Blending tank

control block attachment constraint does not exist. That is, the user can define a signal structure
layer randomly, as long as its name is defined. For this purpose, the user has to combine the very
context menus of the components of the signal structure layer and the options in the menu bar
(through theSignal structure layerssubmenu of theControl and signal structuresmenu). There,
the user can find the same options that in theControl structure layersmenu, but with one more
option: Create. Its purpose is to create a new signal layer by typing its name, so the user can
access to its options afterwards through the menu, once available. Moreover, the signal structure
components are drawn in red.
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Figure A.4: Defining the control structure layer of the Blending tank

Figure A.5: Control structure layer menu



Appendix B

Attributes and methods of the classes

Name Description
tag Unique name for the edge.

ftag Name of the outgoing variable.

ttag Name of the incoming variable.

model Unique identifier of the transfer function.

sign Significance of the interaction edge in the range
[0, 1].

handler Handles to the graphic objects of the interaction
edge in the interaction figure.

modelhandler Handles to the graphic objects of the transfer func-
tion edge on the interaction figure.

Table B.1:edgeclass attributes definition

Name Description
edge(params) Constructor of the class.tag, ftag, ttag, signand

modelcan be set from the call to this constructor

get(param: string) Method for accessing to the fields of the class.

Continued on next page
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Table B.2 – continued from previous page
Name Description

set(param: string, value)Method for setting the value of the class fields.

Table B.2:edgeclass methods definition

Name Description
hashfcn Hash-function of thehashtable.

mod Size of the table.

table Array of hashlistobjects.

Table B.3:hashtableclass attributes definition

Name Description
hashtable(params) Constructor of the class.

clear() Method for clearing the contest of the table.

elements() Gets a cell array with the pairs key, value as rows.

get(key: string) Returns the value associated with the given key, if
it exists.

set(param: string, value)Method for setting the value of the class fields.

isempty() Returns true if the table is empty, false otherwise.

iskey(key: string) Returns true if any element on the table has the
given key, false otherwise.

keys() Returns the list of keys inside the table.

values() Returns the list of values inside the table.

put(key: string, value) Inserts the given value in the proper place, given
by its key.

remove(key: string) delete the given element from the table.

Table B.4:hashtableclass methods definition
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Name Description
h v Handle to the variable block in the Simulink

model.

h c Handle to the component block in the Simulink
model, which related component object contains
the variable.

h p Handles to the graphic objects of the variable in
the interaction figure.

plot pos Position of the graphic objects of the variable in
the interaction figure.

type Type of the variable, can be Measured, Control,
Reference, Estimated or Disturbance).

show link Whether to show an arrow between variable and
its component in the model or not.

der order Derivative order for the variable in the differential
equations system.

equation Equation defining the value of the variable in the
interaction measurement.

range Range for the value of the variable when simulat-
ing the model.

saturation Saturation of the variable when simulating the
model.

workingpoint Working point of the variable when simulating the
model.

delay Delay of the variable when simulating the model.

slew Slew rate of the variable when simulating the
model.

simulation Type of output for the variable when simulating
the model (1→ Ramp, 2→ Step, 3→ Sine and 2
→ Other).

slope, before, after, time, freq, ampParameters for the value of the variable when sim-
ulating the model.

Continued on next page
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Table B.5 – continued from previous page
Name Description

initial values Initial values for the variable when simulating the
model.

discrete Whether the output of the variable is discrete time
or not.

sampletime Sample time of the output of the variable, if is dis-
crete time.

description Description of the variable.

Table B.5:variableclass attributes definition

Name Description
variable(params) Constructor of the class.

get(key: string) Method for accessing to the fields of the class.

set(param: string, value) Method for setting the value of the class fields.

draw([resizefont = true]) Draws the variable in the interaction figure. If
resizefont = true, resize the font of the name text,
according to the size of the zoomed figure.

Table B.6:variableclass methods definition

Name Description
v components hashtableobject with all the component objects of

the model.

v var Array of hashtableobjects (one por type of vari-
able) with all the variable objects of the model.

lefts hashtableobject with all theleft position parame-
ter of all the variables (see Section 4.2.1).

Continued on next page
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Table B.7 – continued from previous page
Name Description
tops hashtableobject with all thetop position parame-

ter of all the variables (see Section 4.2.1).

modelname Name of the model that the object represents.

layers hashtableobject with all the control and signal
structurelayer objects in the model.

definelayer String which value is[] if the user is defining a
layer. If heś not, its value is the name of the control
block or the signal structure layer.

view Array of booleans, one per each element that can
be shown or hidden in the interaction figure: Con-
trol variables, Measured variables, Disturbance
variables, Reference variables, Estimated vari-
ables, Interactions, Models, Component names
and the Rest (components, lines, layer blocks, an-
notations, . . . ).

figures Array of booleans, one per each option in theSe-
lect interaction parametersinterface (Figure D.9):
SDPT, FDTPr and SDTFr, FDTPc and SDTFc,
SET, Propagation and Effects.

propagation Integer number with the number of the chosen
f́romv́ariable in the Propagation dialogue of In-
teraction Measures Selection (see interface in Fig-
ure??).

effects Integer number with the number of the chosen
f́romv́ariable in the Effects dialogue of Interaction
Measures Selection (see interface in Figure??).

position linking Integer number with the selectedPosition linking
option by the user in the interaction figure.

lines Array of graphic handles to the model lines drawn
in the interaction figure.

edges hashtableobject with the interaction and model
edges drawn in the interaction figure.

models hashtableobject with all themysystemobjects de-
fined as models.

Continued on next page
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Table B.7 – continued from previous page
Name Description

annotations Array of graphic handles to the model annotations
drawn in the interaction figure.

sampletime Sample time for all variables in the simulation
process.

samesampletime Booleanwhich value is eithertrue if all the vari-
ables must use thescenariós sampletime attribute
as the sample time in the simulation process or
false if each variable must use its sampletime
attribute.

discrete Booleanwhich value is eithertrue if the simu-
lation process must be executed in discrete time
mode ortrueotherwise.

ini simulationtime Initial time for the simulation process.

endsimulationtime Final time for the simulation process.

input simulation Array with the name of the input variables for the
simulation process, -1 if all.

outputsimulation Array with the name of the output variables for the
simulation process, -1 if all.

Table B.7:scenarioclass attributes definition

Name Description
addblock line(line: l line, component: string) Method for adding a new line into a layer, given

its name.

addcomponent(c: component) Adds a new component to the scenario.

addvariable(v: variable) Adds a new variable to the scenario.

addedge(e: edge) or
addedge(type, name, tag, desc, fromtag, totag,

sign, model) Adds a new edge to the scenario, given an edge
object or its parameters.

Continued on next page
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Table B.8 – continued from previous page
Name Description

block exists(name: string) Checks if a component, variable or layer block
with the givennameexists in thescenarioobject.

changenamelayer block(old h: handler,
new h: handler) Refresh the lines incoming on and outgoing from

a layer block that changed the name.

del component(name: string) Delete acomponentobject from thescenario.

del variable(name: string) Delete avariableobject from thescenario.

draw([what], [resizefont: boolean]) Draws all the scenario (or just the objects specified
in what) into the interaction figure.

draw edge(tag: string, [highlighted: boolean]) Refresh an edge, drawing it if itś still not visible
and the user ordered to plot it, or deleting it if the
user ordered to hide the edges.

edgebynodes(ftag: string, ftag: string) Return an edge, given its variable nodes.

edgesbymodel(tag: string) Return the edges that contains a process model.

edgesbynode(name: string) Gets all the edges incoming on and outgoing from
a variable node.

edgesbytype(type: string) Gets all the edges of a giventype.

erase([what]) Delete an scenario (or just the objects specified in
what) from the interaction figure.

eraselines Erase the lines from the interaction figure.

get(param: string) Method for accessing to the fields of the class.

get component(name: string) Returns thecomponentobject stored in the sce-
nario with the givenname.

get der ordervector Return a vector with the derivative order of the
state variables.

get edge(tag: string) Returns theedgeobject with the giventag.

get edgehandler(tag: string) Returns the graphic handler to the interaction edge
in the interaction figure.

Continued on next page
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Table B.8 – continued from previous page
Name Description

get matrices(type: [’A’, ’B’, ’N’], i: integer) Returns either theAi, Bi or Ni matrices of Sec-
tion 4.2.2.

get modeledgehandler(tag: string) Returns the graphic handler to the model edge in
the interaction figure.

get u vector Retrieves the input variables vector of the system.

get variable(name: string) Returns thevariableobject stored in the scenario
with the givenname.

get w vector Retrieves the disturbance vector of the system.

get x vector Retrieves the state vector of the system.

getblockbyname(name: string) Gets thel block object (and the name of its con-
taining layer) stored in the scenario with the given
name.

getlayerbycomponent(name: string) Retrieves thelayer object stored in the scenario
with the givenname.

getlinebyname(name: string) Retrieves thel lineobject (and the name of its con-
taining layer) stored in the scenario with the given
name.

getlinesbynode(name: string) Retrieves thel line objects whose eitherfrom or
to attributes (output and input ports) matches the
givenname.

getmodelbyid(id: string) Retrieves themysystemobject (transfer function)
with the givenname.

getmodels Returns all themysystemobjects.

is variable(name: string) Returnstrue if a variable with the given name ex-
ists in the scenario,falseotherwise.

redrawedges Draws again all the edges of an scenario object on
the interaction figure.

redrawlines Draws again all the lines of the Simulink model of
a scenario object in the interaction figure.

removeedges Erases all the edge graphic objects in the interac-
tion figure.

Continued on next page
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Table B.8 – continued from previous page
Name Description

removeposition(name: string) Removes the top and left parameter values of
the variable with the givennamein the Simulink
model (see Section 4.2.1).

removealledges Sets the significance of all the interaction edges to
zero.

removeblockbyname(name: string) Removes the givenl block object from the
scenario.

removeedge(tag: string) Removes the givenedgeobject from the scenario.

removelayerbycomponent(name: string) Removes the givenlayer object from the scenario.

removelinebyname(name: string) Removes the givenl line object from the scenario.

removelinesbyedge(name: string) Removes thel line objects whose eitherfrom or
to attributes (output and input ports) matches the
givenname.

removelinesbynode(name: string) Removes thel line objects whose either incoming
or outgoing components have the givenname.

removemodelbyid(id: string) Removes the givenmysystemobject from the
scenario.

removerelatededges(name: string) Removes the interaction edges incoming to or out-
going from a variable with the givenname.

renamemodel(newname: string) Updates all the handlers fields of all the ob-
jects stored, when the Simulink model name has
changed intonewname.

set(param: string, value) Method for setting the value of the class fields.

setder ordervector(v: integer[]) Sets the derivative order value for all the state vari-
ables in the scenario.

set edgehandler(tag: string, h: graphichandler) Sets the graphic handler of the given interaction
edge.

setmatrices(type: string, i: integer, M: matrix) Set the values of either theAi, Bi orNi matrices.

setmodeledgehandler(tag: string,
h: graphichandler) Sets the graphic handler of the given model edge.

setblockbycomponent(lb: l block,
Continued on next page
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Table B.8 – continued from previous page
Name Description

name: string) Inserts the givenl block object into thelayer ob-
ject with the givenname.

setlayer(l: layer) Inserts the givenlayer object into the scenario.

setlinebycomponent(ll: l line, name: string) Inserts the givenl line object into thelayer object
with the givenname.

setmodelbyid(m: mysystem, id: string) Inserts or modifies the givenmysystemobject with
the givenid.

updateposition(name: string, left: integer,
top: integer) Updates theleft and top parameters of the given

Simulink model variable block.

Table B.8:scenarioclass methods definition

Name Description
v Vector ofhashtableobjects, one per each kind of

variable, with the names of thevariable objects
linked with the component.

h Handler to the block in the Simulink model.

h p Graphic handler to the drawn object in the interac-
tion figure.

num inputs Number of input connection ports of the block in
the Simulink model.

num outputs Number of output connection ports of the block in
the Simulink model.

ref Handler to the original block in the library (used
in FcnCopyComponent callback).

Table B.9:componentclass attributes definition
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Name Description
addvariable(name: string, type: string)Adds a variable with the givenname, of the given

type, to the component.

del variable(name: string) Removes the given variable from the component.

draw([resizefont], [draw name]) Draws the component into the interaction figure.
Optionally, draws also its name and/or resize its
font according to the size and zoomed area of the
figure.

get(param: string) Method for accessing to the fields of the class.

set(param: string, value) Method for setting the value of the class fields.

Table B.10:componentclass methods definition

Name Description
h Handler to the block in the Simulink model.

ref Handler to the original block in the library.

pos Position and size in the Simulink model.

name Name of the block.

color Color of the block.

handlerp Graphic handler to the drawn object in the interaction figure.

pMV Position of theMeasured Valueport in the Simulink model block (if it’s a
controller block).

f text Text shown on the Simulink model block (if it’s afunctionblock).

orientation Rotation orientation (left, right, upor down) in the Simulink model.

shape Shape (squareor round) of the block in the Simulink model (if it’s aSum
block).

signs Sign mask of the input ports of the block (if it’s aSumblock).

showname Value of theShowNameblock’s parameter in the Simulink model.

gain Value of the displayed gain in the Simulink model (if it’s againblock).

Table B.11:l blockclass attributes definition
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Name Description
disable Sets the colour of the block to grey (that is, shows

it as ”disabled” when the user tries to define a dif-
ferent structure layer).

draw([resizefont], [draw name]) Draws the block into the interaction figure. Op-
tionally, draws also its name and/or resize its font
according to the size and zoomed area of the
figure.

enable Sets the colour of the block to default (that is,
shows it as ”enabled” when the user stops defin-
ing a different structure layer).

get(param: string) Method for accessing to the fields of the class.

hide Hides the object from the Simulink model (in
other words: deletes it, first saving its position,
orientation, . . . in the class’s fields).

set(param: string, value) Method for setting the value of the class fields.

show Shows the object in the Simulink model (in other
words: creates it again, copying from the origi-
nal block in the library and restoring its previously
saved properties).

Table B.12:l blockclass methods definition

Name Description
from Handler to the outgoing block port in the Simulink

model.

to Handler to the incoming block port in the
Simulink model.

name Name given to the object (usually, a concatenation
of the input and output ports).

points List of points of the line in the Simulink model.

Table B.13:l line class attributes definition
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Name Description
get(param: string) Method for accessing to the fields of the class.

hide Hides the object from the Simulink model (in
other words: deletes it, first saving its points in
the class’s field).

set(param: string, value)Method for setting the value of the class fields.

show Shows the object in the Simulink model (in other
words: creates it again and restores its previously
saved point coordinates).

Table B.14:l line class methods definition

Name Description
component Either the name of the owner control component

in the Simulink model or the name of the signal
layer.

visible Eitherfalseif the layer is not currently visible,true
otherwise.

v blocks hashtablewith thel blockobjects contained on the
layer.

v lines hashtablewith the l line objects contained on the
layer.

Table B.15:layer class attributes definition

Name Description
addblock(l b: l block) Inserts a lblock object into the layer.

add line(l l: l line) Inserts a lline object into the layer.

disable Calls serially to thedisable method of all con-
tainedl blockobjects.

enable Calls serially to theenablemethod of all contained
l blockobjects.

Continued on next page
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Table B.16 – continued from previous page
Name Description

get(param: string) Method for accessing to the fields of the class.

get block(name: string) Returns the givenl blockobject contained into the
layer.

get line(name: string) Returns the givenl line object contained into the
layer.

getlinesbyedge(name: string, [type: string])Retrieves all thel line objects contained whose ei-
ther from or to attributes matches the givenname.
Optionally, matches as well the kind of port.

getlinesbynode(name: string) Retrieves all thel line objects contained whose ei-
ther from or to attributes stands for ports that be-
longs to a component block that matches the given
name.

hide Calls serially to thehide method of all contained
l blockandl line objects.

removeblock(name: string) Removes the givenl blockobject.

removeline(name: string) Removes the givenl line object.

removelinebyedge(name: string) Removes all thel line objects whose eitherfrom
or to attributes matches the givenname.

set(param: string, value) Method for setting the value of the class fields.

show Calls serially to theshowmethod of all contained
l blockandl line objects.

Table B.16:layer class methods definition
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Some important code

Listing C.1:draw paramsfunction Code
� �

f unc t i o n c a l l = draw params ( h , p )
pos = ge t pa ram ( h , ’ P o s i t i o n ’ ) ;
i f p

t r y
pos = pos{1} ;

c a t c h
end

x1 = pos ( 1 ) ;
x2 = pos ( 3 ) ;
y1 = −pos ( 4 ) ;
y2 = −pos ( 2 ) ;

e l s e
x1 = 0 ;
x2 = pos (3)− pos ( 1 ) ;
y1 = 0 ;
y2 = pos (4)− pos ( 2 ) ;

end

t r y
h=h{1} ;

c a t c h
end

r = ge t ( ge t pa ram ( h , ’ Handle ’ ) , ’ O r i e n t a t i o n ’ ) ;
c o l o r = ge t pa ram ( h , ’ Fo reg roundCo lo r ’ ) ;

c a l l = [ ’ ( ’ num2str ( x1 ) ’ , ’ num2str ( x2 ) ’ , ’ num2str ( y1 ) ’ , ’ . . .
num2str ( y2 ) ’ , ’ num2str ( p ) ’ , ’ ’ ’ ch a r ( r ) ’ ’ ’ , ’ ’ ’ . . .
c o l o r ’ ’ ’ ’ ] ;

73
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% Here , we can g e t some e x t r a parameters , such as t h e p o r t s
% p o s i t i o n on t h e c o n t r o l l e r b lock , t h e t e x t shown i n a
% f u n c t i o n b l o ck and so on . Any added i co n t h a t needs t h i s
% k i n d o f i n f o r m a t i o n needs a b l o ck parameter and an e n t r y
% below l i k e t h e f o l l o w i n g ones :

t r y
pMV = str2num ( ge t pa ram ( h , ’pMV’ ) ) ;
i f ˜ i s a (pMV, ’ doub le ’ ) | | pMV == 0

pMV = 1 ;
end
c a l l = [ c a l l ’ , ’ num2str (pMV ) ] ;

c a t c h
end

t r y
f t e x t = ch a r ( ge tpa ram ( h , ’ F Tex t ’ ) ) ;
c a l l = [ c a l l ’ , ’ ’ ’ f t e x t ’ ’ ’ ’ ] ;

c a t c h
end

t r y
s i g n s = ch a r ( ge tpa ram ( h , ’ l i s t o f s i g n s ’ ) ) ;
shape = ch a r ( ge tpa ram ( h , ’ IconShape ’ ) ) ;
c a l l = [ c a l l ’ , ’ ’ ’ s i g n s ’ ’ ’ , ’ ’ ’ shape ’ ’ ’ ’ ] ;

c a t c h
end

t r y
g a i n = ch a r ( ge tpa ram ( h , ’ g a i n ’ ) ) ;
c a l l = [ c a l l ’ , ’ ’ ’ g a i n ’ ’ ’ ’ ] ;

c a t c h
end

c a l l = [ c a l l ’ ) ’ ] ;

� �

Listing C.2:FcnCopyComponentfunction Code� �

f unc t i o n FcnCopyComponent ( h )
%CALLBACKS / FcnCopyComponent Runs when a b l o ck from t h e l i br a r y i s
%dropped i n t o t h e model
%
% Pablo Fer ńandez de Dios , LTU , 2009−03−10

g l o ba l MAIN MODEL;
g l o ba l LOCK NEW COMPONENT;
g l o ba l IMPORTING ;
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g l o ba l COPYING;

i f IMPORTING | | COPYING
re turn ;

end

i f ˜ strcmp (MAIN MODEL, r o o t p a t h ( h ) )
re turn ;

end

% S et some i n i t i a l pa ramete rs
i f cus tom b lock ( h )

s e t p a ram ( h , ’ MaskRunIn i tFor IconRedraw ’ , ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t p a ram ( h , ’OldName ’ , ge tpa ram ( h , ’Name ’ ) ) ;

e l s e
d a t a = ge t pa ram ( h , ’ UserData ’ ) ;
i f s i z e ( da ta , 2 ) <= 2

d a t a = { ge t param ( h , ’Name ’ ) d a t a{1 :end}} ;
e l s e

d a t a{1} = ge t param ( h , ’Name ’ ) ;
end
s e t p a ram ( h , ’ UserData ’ , d a t a ) ;

end

% I f i s no t l o cked t h e c a l l b a c k e x e c u t i o n ( i . e . t h e b l o ck i s
% be ing cop ied e x p l i c i t e l l y when u s e r s e t s a l a y e r v i s i b l e ) .. .
i f ˜LOCK NEW COMPONENT

s = g e t s c e n a r i o ( c u r r e n tm o d e l ( ) ) ;

% Check i f t h e chosen name i s no t r ep ea t ed i n t h e model
% ( i . e . i t may a l r ea d y e x i s t s on a h idden l a y e r )
[ name newh ] = getnew name ( s , h ) ;

% S et t h e new name
s e t p a ram ( h , ’Name ’ , name ) ;
h = newh ;

i f cus tom b lock ( h )
s e t p a ram ( h , ’OldName ’ , name ) ;

e l s e
d a t a = ge t pa ram ( h , ’ UserData ’ ) ;
d a t a{1} = name ;
s e t p a ram ( h , ’ UserData ’ , d a t a ) ;

end

% I f we are no t d e f i n i n g any l a y e r . . .
i f i sempty ( d e f i n i n g l a y e r ( ) )
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% S et t h e c o n n e c t i v i t y c a l l b a c k f u n c t i o n s
s e t c o n n e c t i o n c a l l b a c k ( h , ’ FcnConnec t i v i t yChanges ’ ) ;

% S et t h e proper c a l l b a c k s
s e t p a ram ( h , ’MoveFcn ’ , ’ FcnMoveComponent ( gcb ) ’ ) ;
s e t p a ram ( h , ’ NameChangeFcn ’ , . . .

’ FcnNameChangeComponent ( gcb ) ’ ) ;
s e t p a ram ( h , ’ De le teFcn ’ , ’ FcnDeleteComponent ( gcb ) ’ ) ;
s e t p a ram ( h , ’ OpenFcn ’ , ’ FcnOpenComponent ( gcb ) ’ ) ;
s e t p a ram ( h , ’ ModelCloseFcn ’ , ’ FcnModelClose ( gcb ) ’ ) ;
s e t p a ram ( h , ’ P reDe le teFcn ’ , . . .

’ FcnPreDeleteComponent ( gcb ) ’ ) ;

% Create t h e component o b j e c t and draw t h e b l o ck i n t h e
% i n t e r a c t i o n f i g u r e
i f i s a ( s , ’ s c e n a r i o ’ )

c = component ( h ) ;
i f v i e w f i g u r e ( s )

hold on
c = draw ( c ) ;
s e t f o n t ( c , ge t pa ram ( h , ’ FontName ’ ) ) ;

end
s = add component ( s , c ) ;

end
e l s e

% I f we are d e f i n i n g a l a y e r . . .
% S e t t h e proper c a l l b a c k s
s e t l a y e r b l o c k c a l l b a c k s ( h ) ;

% S et t h e proper c o l o r and a s s o c i a t e d component
comp = d e f i n i n g l a y e r ( ) ;
t r y

ge t pa ram ( comp , ’Name ’ ) ;
c o l o r = ’ b l u e ’ ;

c a t c h
c o l o r = ’ red ’ ;

end

s e t p a ram ( h , ’ Fo reg roundCo lo r ’ , c o l o r ) ;

% Create t h e l a y e r b l o ck and draw i t
i f cus tom b lock ( h )

r e f = ge t pa ram ( h , ’ Re fe renceB lock ’ ) ;
i f strcmp ( r e f , ’ ’ )

l b = getb lockbyname ( s , . . .
ch a r ( ge t pa ram ( h , ’Name ’ ) ) ) ;

i f i s a ( l b , ’ l b l o c k ’ )
r e f = ch a r (ge t ( l b , ’ Re fe rence ’ ) ) ;
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e l s e

end
end
l b = l b l o c k ( h , r e f ) ;

e l s e
l b = l b l o c k ( h ) ;

end

l b = s e t ( l b , ’ Co lo r ’ , c o l o r ) ;
i f v i e w f i g u r e ( s )

hold on
l b = draw ( l b ) ;

end

% Add t h e b l o ck t o t h e s c e n a r i o o b j e c t
s = se tb lockbycomponen t ( s , lb , comp ) ;

end

t r y
s e t p a ram ( h , ’pMV’ , ’ 1 ’ ) ;

c a t c h
end

s e t s c e n a r i o ( c u r r e n tm o d e l ( ) , s ) ;
s e t p a ram ( h , ’ L i n k S t a t u s ’ , ’ none ’ ) ;

end

� �

Listing C.3:checktext function Code� �

f unc t i o n r e s = c h e c k t e x t ( f i e l d s , f i e l d s t e x t , f i e l d s f c n , . . .
f i e l d s a r g s , f i e l d s e r r , h an d l es )

%CHECKTEXT Checks t h e v a l i d i t y o f t h e data i n s e r t e d on a GUI .
%
% RES = CHECKTEXT( FIELDS , FIELDSTEXT , FIELDSFCN , FIELDSARGS ,
% FIELDS ERR , HANDLES)
%
% FIELDS C e l l a r r a y w i th t h e name o f t h e f i e l d s / a t t r i b u t e s .
% FIELDS TEXT C e l l a r r a y w i th t h e name o f t h e GUI ’ s f i e l d s
% paramete rs where t o read / w r i t e t h e data .
% FIELDS FCN C e l l a r r a y w i th t h e h a n d l es t o t h e f u n c t i o n s
% r e s p o n s i b l e o f ch eck i n g t h e v a l i d i t y o f each
% f i e l d .
% FIELDS ARGS C e l l a r r a y w i th t h e arguments passed t o t h e
% FIELDS FCN f u n c t i o n s .
% FIELDS ERR C e l l a r r a y w i th t h e e r r o r message d i s p l a y e d when
% t h e data f o r a f i e l d i s no t OK.
% HANDLERS Hand lers s t r u c t u r e o f t h e GUI .
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% RES Wheather 1 i f a l l t h e data i s c o r r e c t or 0
% o t h e r w i s e .
%
% Pablo Fer ńandez de Dios , LTU , 2009−03−10

r e s = 1 ;
f o r i =1: s i z e( f i e l d s , 2 )

t r y
v a l u e = ch a r (ge t ( h an d l es . ( f i e l d s{ i } ) , f i e l d s t e x t { i } ) ) ;
i f i sempty ( f e v a l ( f i e l d s f c n { i } , va lue , . . .

f i e l d s a r g s{ i } { : } ) )
d l g e r r o r ( ’ T i t l e ’ , ’ E r r o r ’ , ’ S t r i n g ’ , f i e l d s e r r{ i } ) ;
r e s = 0 ;
re turn ;

end
c a t c h
end

end

� �

Listing C.4:get text function Code� �

f unc t i o n ob = g e t t e x t ( o b j ec t , f i e l d s , f i e l d s t e x t , f i e l d s f c n , . . .
hand les , v a r a r g i n )

%GET TEXT Reads t h e data from some g i ven GUI ’ s f i e l d s and w r i t e s
%i t i n t o a g i ven o b j e c t a t t r i b u t e s .
%
% OB = GET TEXT (OBJECT , FIELDS , FIELDSTEXT , FIELDSFCN , HANDLES)
%
% OBJECT Ob jec t w i t h t h e data .
% FIELDS C e l l a r r a y w i th t h e name o f t h e f i e l d s / a t t r i b u t e s .
% FIELDS TEXT C e l l a r r a y w i th t h e name o f t h e GUI ’ s f i e l d s
% paramete rs where t o read t h e data .
% FIELDS FCN C e l l a r r a y w i th t h e h a n d l es t o t h e f u n c t i o n s
% r e s p o n s i b l e o f t r a n s f o r m i n g t h e data from each
% GUI f i e l d ( s t r i n g ) t o i t s r e l a t e d o b j e c t
% a t t r i b u t e .
% HANDLERS Hand lers s t r u c t u r e o f t h e GUI .
% OB Ob jec t m o d i f i ed .
%
% Pablo Fer ńandez de Dios , LTU , 2009−03−10

i f narg in >5
s e t f c n = v a r a r g i n{1} ;

e l s e
s e t f c n = @set ;

end

ob = o b j e c t ;
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t r y
f o r i =1: s i z e( f i e l d s , 2 )

t r y
ob = s e t f c n ( ob , f i e l d s{ i } , . . .

f i e l d s f c n { i } ( ge t ( h an d l es . ( f i e l d s{ i } ) , . . .
f i e l d s t e x t{ i } ) ) ) ;

c a t c h
end

end
c a t c h
end


� �
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Appendix D

Interfaces

Figure D.1: Create new model interface

Figure D.2: Rename model interface
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Figure D.3: Component properties interface

Figure D.4: Variable properties interface
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Figure D.5: Layer block properties interface

Figure D.6: Import models interface
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Figure D.7: Interactions figure interface

Figure D.8: Read MODDE data interface
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Figure D.9: Select Frequency Domain/Interaction Diagrams

Figure D.10: Simulation parameters interface
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Figure D.11: Transfer function definition interface

Figure D.12: State space definition interface

Figure D.13: Layer name duplicity warning dialogue
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Figure D.14: SDPT result
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Figure D.15: FDPT/SDTF graphical result
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Figure D.16: MODDE data example
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